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The Case
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‘We are in a crucial moment with freelancers in the arts. We need to change the way that they are 
supported and sustained in their careers. The success of our industries depends on freelancers and at 
the moment they receive the smallest share of resources”. Claire Hodgson, Joint Artistic Director  
Diverse City & Extraordinary Bodies

“The current crisis has placed an already financially fragile group in an even more unequal position. 
The creative practitioners we work with (established and emerging) are all self-employed, from lower 
socioeconomic and / or from BAME and LGBTQ+ backgrounds. Some identify as disabled. Loss of 
work has become a reality, further exacerbating their struggle to develop and sustain financially 
viable careers in the arts. It is crucial that resources are distributed more equitably, and freelancers 
are better supported”.

Fabio Santos, Executive Director Stone Crabs, Isle of Wight



Freelancers in the Performing Arts Industry 

Young people, Black, Asian and Ethnically 
Diverse and Disabled freelancers where 
the most vulnerable groups of the 
freelance sector to drop through the gaps 
during the Pandemic. A 44% drop in black 
and minority ethnic female arts workers 
has been recorded 
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72% of parents and 
carers are considering 
abandoning their career in 
performing arts
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Freelancers make up 70% of the 
theatre-making workforce and  
72% of the arts workforce
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In 2020, freelancers’ 
contribution to the UK 
economy amounted to 
£162 billion
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92% of graduates found 
themselves ineligible for 
SEISS. This group is also 
the sector’s most diverse in 
terms of ethnicity and 
disability.
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Disabled creative 
practitioners exist in a 
fragile environment 
and the majority are 
freelance
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In 2019 and 2020 freelancers 
working outside of London 
increased for example in the 
South West by 18% and in 
the East Midlands 13% and 
West Midlands 5%.
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Disparity 

Cash Flow is one of the main 
issues for freelancers with 4 out 
of 10 companies late payers 
and up to 20 days per year 
chasing unpaid invoices
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Only 8% of freelancers 
earn a wage which 
would place them in the 
nation’s ‘higher-rate tax 
threshold’, currently 
£50,000 per year 
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Of the £129.9m that ACE 
invested in theatre in 
2019/2020, 79% went directly 
to National Portfolio 
Organisations (NPOs)
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21 % of £129.9m total of ACE 
investment in theatres was available 
as project grants accessible to  
freelancers. Not though ring-fenced 
for individuals as non-NPO orgs 
could also apply reducing the 
amount specifically available to 
freelancers
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Current data is not distinct 
enough to identify how 
much funding goes directly 
to freelancers
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Freelancers earn on 
average more than a 
third less than directly 
employed workers
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Freelancers depend 
on buildings and 
companies for work



Freelancers - In between parts not funded by Projects Grants

Hidden Costs
● Writing Funding Applications  - time spent 

researching for free
● Applying for commissions
● Attending meetings with NPO organisations & 

venues
● Building relationships with new partners & artists
● Attending conferences
● Chasing unpaid invoices
● Marketing & profile raising
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● When arts and cultural organisations 

funded projects come to an end - 

meaningful relationships built by 

freelancers with communities and 

education settings do not  - freelancers 

often keep the connection for free

● Freelancers work on the frontline of 

engaging with communities and in  

education settings  creating work that 

changes lives

● Enable freelancers to sustain the 

relationships with communities and 

education settings  

● As touring landscape changes, 

freelancers can work more in their own 

localities not reliant on buildings and 

organisations to provide job 

opportunities - increasing autonomy 

Civic Role
Freelancers at the frontline of creativity
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Endorsements
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Tarak Iskander, Artistic Director & CEO Battersea Arts Centre

This kind of support is vital, to address the precarity of creative careers, and how damaging this is 
to the development of our creative workforce. Project Grants and Developing Your Creative 
Practice are absolutely critical to creative freelancers – but there is still need for a more sustained 
model of funding. Something akin to an NPO- lite – where an individual can receive some ‘core 
funding’ for 1 to 3 years at a time. 

When developing my own practice, and as someone from a marginalised group, a grant like this 
would have been game-changing. People like me are still chronically under-represented in the arts. 
We could all do with sustained security at key moments in our careers – and this investment would 
super-charge artist development in the UK and really smash down barriers and class inequalities. 
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Data and Information gathered by Natasha Player

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/dcms-sectors-economic-estimates-2019-employment
https://www.tuc.org.uk/research-analysis/reports/jobs-and-recovery-monitor-bme-workers
https://pipacampaign.org/uploads/ckeditor/PiPA_COVID_REPORT.pdf
https://freelancersmaketheatrework.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/The-Big-Freelancer-Report.pdf
https://www.weshallnotberemoved.com/2021survey/
https://www.ipse.co.uk/policy/research/the-self-employed-landscape/the-self-employed-landscape-report-2020.html
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/national-portfolio-2018-22/more-data-2018-22
https://www.ipse.co.uk/policy/research/the-self-employed-landscape/the-self-employed-landscape-report-2020.html
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/national-lottery-project-grants/project-grants-data
https://www.ipse.co.uk/policy/research/the-self-employed-landscape/the-self-employed-landscape-report-2020.html
https://www.ipse.co.uk/policy/research/the-self-employed-landscape/the-self-employed-landscape-report-2020.html
https://freelancersmaketheatrework.com/bigfreelancerreport/

